Smoosh Book with –AR verbs: Friday, Jan. 26th
Follow the directions below to create the Smoosh Book.
1. Use an 8 ½ X
11 sheet of paper.
Fold in half .
Smooth over the
fold each time.

2. Fold again in
the same
direction.

3. Fold in half
again.

4. Open to half
sheet and cut (or
tear) from folded
side to center.

5. Open to the full
sheet.

6. Fold
lengthwise.

7. Pick up and
hold on the far
right and the far
left side. Push
outer edges
together. This is
the “smoosh” part!

8. Fold over and
form the book.

Write and illustrate your Smoosh Book! You are going to write a story using –AR verbs
about a typical day, either at school or at home. You have several verbs on your verb
chart to choose from. You will have 6 sentences with pictures, and then you will reverse
your book and write 6 more sentences with pictures. OPTION: Create 2 books instead
of using the reverse book. Your book will have a total of TWELVE sentences.
1. Book cover: Write “Un día en la vida de____(your name). This says: “A day in the
life of_____.”
2. On each subsequent page, write one sentence using an –AR verb to tell a story
about a typical day. You may either write about being at home or at school. All verbs
will be in the “yo” form.
3. Add an illustration with each sentence. NO PEN/PENCIL allowed on illustrations.
4. Now reverse your smoosh book (or create another one).
5. Reverse book cover: Now write your name again, and write “Mi historieta continua..”
(my story continues)
6. On each subsequent page, write 6 more sentences continuing your “story” with –AR
verbs. Add an illustration with each picture.
ALL SHOULD BE IN SPANISH AND IT IS DUE AT THE END OF CLASS. IF YOU
ARE ABSENT FRIDAY, THIS IS DUE TUESDAY, JAN 30TH.
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